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ACROSS
Dreamer is consumed by distortion of space 
and time (8)

1

Sit disheartened with irritation and pain from 
running? (6)

5

Reserve a heavy jacket (5)10
Government adviser possibly made less than a 
modest income oddly? (9)

11

Talk with workers about development of 
Islam in remote part of NZ (7,7)

12

Like one associated with a big part of the 
world (4)

14

Noisy drinker and driver, perhaps, covering 
round? (8)

15

Watering hole is almost empty (3)18
Source of disease mainly on board large ship, 
one that hangs around (8)

19

Said something without initial nudge (4)20
Yellow hen reacted strangely around one from 
the country (7-7)

23

Each large piece of perch should be served 
with a flatbread (3,6)

26

Possible composition of green furniture (5)27
Acts of stealing from account not supported 
by the facts (6)

28

Pay cash leaving revamped display of Space 
Shuttle (6,2)

29

DOWN
Broken pieces collected by associate above all 
(10)

1

Light red vehicle parked before race (9)2
Very good people, completely gutted, 
suffering continuous pain? (6)

3

Brewed teas, gracious me, could be hot (6)4
Acknowledged praise to approve unfinished 
missile launcher (4,1,3)

6

Established level entered by player finally (5)7
Hotel is taking into account temperature 
impacts (4)

8

Notable luminary follows informer around 
(3,4)

9

Short day finishes in intimacy (10)13
Jam ingredient is about right? (3)15
Kind fellow stuck with hospital treatment for 
quick temper (5,4)

16

Write song with taste (8)17
Base, active, mounted trouble (7)18
Expression, perhaps, not starting with 
translation (6)

21

Company invested in royal support team's 
symbolic figure (6)

22

Husky heard mounted soldiers (5)24
Roaster leans over (4)25


